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ATR HARMONY IN KJNNI* 

Mike Cahill 

0, Introduction 
Konni, a Gur language of northern Ghana, has a typical nine-vowel system with 

root-controlled ATR harmony. Its chief interest comes from the extremely flexible 
characteristics of /a/, which can alternate with [e] and [o]. Unlike its behavior in many 
other languages, /a/ is not a neutral vowel in K:mni. In this paper I examine the vowel 
hannony system of Konni and in particular, propose a way of accounting for the malleable 
behavior of /a/ in terms of a feature geometric framework. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section I, I lay out the basic facts of 
Konni AIR-based vowel harmony within words. In Section 2, I examine an approach 
incorporating privative features into a feature geometry system. Section 3 contains some 
concluding remarks. An Appendix ofATR harmony data across words is included. 

l. A TR Harmony in K:mni 

The nine vowel phonemes of K:,nni divide into two harmony sets based on the 
Advanced Tongue Root feature: 

• K~nni is in the Central Oti-Volta subgroup of the Gur language family (Naden 1989). Previous works 

dealing primarily with K~nni phonology are Naden (1987) and Cahill (l 992a,b,c, l 994 ). The data for this 
study were gathered while living in the Koma village of Yikpabongo during various periods from l 986 to 

1992. Special thanks must go to Abdulai Sikpaare, _who patiently repeated many of these forms over and 
over, to Mr. Ben Saibu, who has clarified many aspects of the K~nni language for me, and to David 

Odden, who has suggested many changes for the better in this paper. Any faults which remain are mine. 
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(1) +ATR -ATR 
u u 

e 0 £ 

a 

With very few exceptions, all vowels in a single-root word come from only one of 
the two harmony sets1: 

(2) +AIR words -ATR words 
suuli 'to be full' juul'! 'to climb' 
bitielJ 'beard' · t;5b'1 'to pierce' 
t6k6r6si 'windows' kuruba 'cooking pot' 

Words from the [-ATR] set comprise about 80% of verbs and nouns. 

1.1 Harmony Within Words 

The vowel harmony of K::mni extends from the root fo all affixes of nouns and 
verbs, as below (noun suffixes for plurals and articles vary with noun class): 

(3) Nouns: 
+ATR -ATR 

dii-Ii 'the forehead' kuu-u 'the hoe' 
sie-ku 'the path' n':t)-ku 'the rain' 
duum-bu 'the horse' nyaa-bu 'the water' 
dembi-~ 'the man' gbaa-im 'the dog' 
dun-!i 'knees' tan-;i 'stones' 
dun-~ 'the knees' tan-l!:bi 'the stones' 
t6k6r6-si-si 'the windows' nanju-si-SI 'the flies' 
kun-ti-ti 'the funerals' sun-ti-ti 'the brooms' 
tigim-me 'at house' mugum-ma 'at river' 

(4) Verbs: 
+ATR -ATR 
kuri-~ 'has pounded' pas)-~ 'has peeled' 
sugur-li 'is washing' p~g)l-~ 'is holding' 
tu-2 'is digging' ku-~ 'is killing' 
digi-w6 'cooked' ga-!Yii 'went' 
chii-me 'carry!' dum-ma 'bite!' 
nen-dii 'will eat' nan-ga 'will go' 

1 The word [gaanlu~J 'cat' is actually the only example I know of at this point. Sec further discussion in 
Sec. 3. 
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Note that instead of the expected e/e and o/'J alternations, which one would expect 
if there were underlying mid vowels in suffixes, there are several cases of e/a and o/a 
alternations (dune/ tan-a '\cnees/houses', tu-6 I ku-a 'is killing/is digging'). I will return to 
these later. 

Since adjectives never occur in isolation, I consider them bound morphemes and 
part of the nominal. However, adjectives have their own value of ATR, which can differ 
from the root noun: 

(s) juo-hali'H-1/ 'new room' (lit. 'room-new') 

nem!bi-kuli-IJ 'big bird' (lit. 'bird-big') 

The above have [+ATR] vowels in the noun preceding the adjective, and [-ATR] vowels 
in the adjective. However, when the adjective has [+AIR] vowels, this value spreads to 
the noun: 

(6) gbe-niil) 'female dog' (cf. gbaaIJ 'dog') 

ne-nii!J 'female cow' (cf. naa!gf!J 'cow') 

ne-bi!J 'small cow' (cf. naa-kpi'l!J 'big cow') 

je-vuki!J 'snake' (lit. 'thing wriggling'; cf. jila!J 'thing') 

kuo-bil) 'small hoe' (cf. kual) 'hoe') 

mtigti-b1IJ 'small river' (cf. mugt1IJ 'river') 

buntu-bi!J 'small toad' (cf. buntut1IJ 'toad') 

However, some nouns seem to be immune to this ATR spread: 

(7) na-b1IJ 'small leg' (cf. na!J 'leg') 

guraa'biIJ 'small lizard' cf. (gura'a lJ 'lizard') 

These latter cases are exceptional ones. Beyond the fact that they all have [a] in the last 
syllable (which is the second most frequent vowel in words anyway, after [r]), there is no 
apparent pattern to explain their exceptionality, and they will be treated as lexical 
exceptions here. 

Similarly, each component of a compound noun can contribute its own value of 
ATR to the word: 

'lrJI is the singular indefinite suffix, and is found on over 95% of nouns in citation form. It occurs as the 
final morpheme on a noun. For simplicity's sake, I will not indicate this morpheme boundary in the 
remainder of this paper. 

http:gbail.IJ
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(8) daa-gbur.e 'stumps' ('wood-short') 
n'i'im-b6·li1J 'lightning' ('rain-fire') 

naa-chigil) 'lion' ('cow-running'?) 

ntiti-1tal! 'palm of hand' ('hand-??') 

bitie-gbarilJ 'chin' (Jaw-lower.part') 

In contrast to adjectives, there is no spreading of AIR from one component of a 
compound noun to another. 

1.2 Summary 

As seen above, affixes take their specification of ATR from the root to which they 
are affixed, whether mm~, verb, or adjective. I assume, then, that in K:mni only nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives are lexically specified for ATR, with each being specified for only 
one value of ATR. There are two separate processes of AIR spreading. Besides the 
rightward spreading from nouns and verbs to suffixes, leftward spreading of [+AIR] 
occurs in most noun-adjective complexes. There is no spreading in compound nouns. 

2. Analysis in a Feature Geometric Framework 

A plausible way of representing K:,nni vowels is in a feature geometric framework, 
as in Clements and Hume (1995). In this model, vocalic features are split into two groups, 

· under a V-place node and an aperture node, as below (placement of [AIR] is discussed 
below): 

(9) · Vocalic 

~ ----~ap,erture 

[labial] [coronal] [dorsal] [closed] 

2.1 The Representation of Underlying Vowels 

Unlike previous work on K:,nni vowels which utilized a traditional binary feature 
system (Cahill 1992b,c, 1994), the privative vocalic features above will be assumed here. 

2.1.1 [closed) 

The [closed] under the aperture node is taken from Parkinson (1996), rather than 
the [ open] feature used in Clements and Hume (1995). There may be multiple occurrences 
of [ closed] to differentiate different degrees of vowel height. Thus in a three-height vowel 
system, /i/ has two features of [ closed], /e/ has one feature of [ closed], and /a/ has no 
[closed]. 

2..1.2 [labial]/[ dorsal] 

In Clements and Hume's (1995) framework, a back round vowel such as /u/ or lo/ 
has properties of both [labial], since the vowels have lip-rounding, and [dorsal], since the 
articulator is the tongue dorsum. The question I will consider now is whether both of 
these are active. If not, which one is the active one? This is closely related to the classic 
[back]/[round] feature question: which one should be specified? In K:,nni, as in many 
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languages, the traditional features [back] and [round] are intimately related. All [ +round] 
vowels are also [+back], and with the exception of /a/, all [+back] vowels are also 
[ +round].3 In the feature geometry model I am using here, I treat [dorsal] as the active 
feature, and formulate a crucial rule in terms of [ dorsal] rather than [labial] (see 20), but 
formulate no process that refers to [labial]. 

Evidence for choosing [dorsal] comes from the behavior of /w/. The phoneme /w/ 
is identical to /u,u/ in features except for being in a non-syllabic position rather than a 
syllabic one. As with /u,u/, /w/ could conceivably have [ dorsal], [labial], or both as its 
place of articulation feature(s). In the nasal assimilation process, a nasal consonant 
assimilates in place of articulation to a following consonant: 

( I 0) Nasal assimilati~n across words in K~nni4 

uwo jaaIJ 'I lack anything.' 

m baarr WIIIJ 'I discuss a matter' 

gm gbalig1ya 'I am tired' 

Before /w/, the.nasal becomes [IJ], the [dorsal] nasal, leading us to use the [dorsal] 
feature as its place of articulation. Also relevant is the fact that nasals may assimilate as 
[m]before labial consonants (/p,b/) and [IJm] before labiovelar consonants (/kp,gb/). If /w/ 
were specified as [labial], it would group with /bl, with [m] preceding it. If /w/ were 
specified as both [labial] and [dorsal], it would group with /gb/, with [IJm] preceding it. Of 
the possibilities for specifying features for /w/, only [ dorsal] fits. Extending the properties 
of /w/ to the back round vowels,' I will use [ dorsal] here to refer to them. 

2.1.3 [ATRJ 
Languages which make a distinction in tongue root pos1t1on may have either 

[ATR] or [RTR] specified, but it seems much more common to have [ATR] as the marked 
value (e.g. Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1989, Pulleyblank 1986). Also, in Nawuri; a Guang 
language of Ghana, Casali (1988) points out that it is only the positive value of[ATR] that 
optionally spreads both left and right across word boundaries: 

(11) Nawuri: 
/Jpu'## leIJbiri/----), [ipulembiri] 'black soup' 

(some phonetic detail suppressed for clarity) 

In Akan as well, it is the positive value of ATR which spreads to the left, usually 
for one syllable, across words (Dolphyne 1988:23-24): 

3 In the framework ofCahill 1992c, I maintained that [round] is the feature which is needed underlyingly, 
since there is a lexical rule referring to [+round], but not to [back]. If this could be directly translated into 

the present theoretical framework, it would mean that [labial] would be needed in an underlying 

representation of /u,o/. However, we shall see that [dorsal] rather than [labial] is needed here: 

4 The full account of nasal assimilation in K~nni is somewhat more complex. Before labial-velar stops 

[gb,kp], a nasal assimilates as [9m] across word boundaries, as shown above, but within ,vords, the nasal 

assimilates as [9], as in [s19kpaa9] 'peanut.' For further details, see Cahill 1995a. 
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(12) (oko fie] 'he goes home' (cf oko 'he goes') 

In common with these languages, I claim [AIR] is the marked value in K,nni 
rather than [RTR] and will be specified in underlying representation5 There are lexical 
items that are (-AIR] in isolation but are (+AIR] when adjacent to a [+AIR] morpheme, 
but there are no morphemes which are [+ATR) in isolation and [-ATR) when adjacent to a 
(-AIR) morpheme. In Konni, it is the positive value of[AIRJ that spreads across words 
and within words (data below are repeated from (6) and (29): 

( 13) gbeniil) 'female dog' (cf gbailIJ 'dog') 

ge ye 'go see' (cf ga 'go') 

Since [AIR] is a feature of the morpheme, it will not be a feature of an individual 
vowel, but rather of a lexical morpheme: noun, verb, or adjective. In a phonetically [A IR] 
word, the (AIR] autosegment will associate to all vowels in the word. There is no 
evidence of left-to-right or right-to-left association, nor could there be, if the [AIR] 
associates to every vowel in the word. Affixes are unspecified for [AIR], and if the root 
has an [AIR] autosegment associated to it, the [AIR) will spread into the affix. The 
domain of automatic spreading of [ATR], then, is the word in K::mni. Additional spreading 
of [AIR) across words is by rules to that effect. 

There has been some question as to whether [AIR] is the best term for the 
relevant feature. For example, Clements (1991) and subsequent work (Clements and 
Hume 1995) have proposed that (AIR] can be subsumed under the feature [pharyngeal], 
unifying other phenomena besides "AIR" harmony. For expository purposes, however, I 
will use the more traditional [ATR] in this paper. 

2.1.4 [coronal) 

The feature [ coronal] will be used for front vowels, as justified extensively in 
Hume (1994). 

2.1.5 The Geometry ofK~nni Vowels 

Abstracting [AIR) away from the specifications of individual vowels in K::mni, 
since [AIR] functions as a property of the morpheme, we are left with five vowels. 
Specification of these five vowels, then, would be: 

5 Possibly relevant to markedness is the relative frequencies of [+ATR] vs. [-ATR] in K~nni.We note 
again that approximately 80% ofK,nni nouns and verbs belong to the [-ATR] set, intuitively consistent 
with [-ATR] as the redundant value and [+ATRJ as the marked one. 

http:K~nni.We
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(14) Vocalic Vocalic 

~ ~ 
V-Place aperture V-Place aperture 

I I I 
~)al [closed] oral [closed) 

I [closed] I [closed] 
[coronal] [dors~l] 

II/ /UI 

Vocalic 
~ 

V-~erture. V-P[ace ape1ure . 

oAI [c!Jsed] oral [ closed] 
I I 

[coronal] [dorsal] 

/El IOI 

Vocalic 

V-P~rture 

IN 

The front vowels /1/ and /FJ above are [coronal) in place, while the round back 
vowels /UI and IOI are [dorsal] in·place. The high vowels /1/ and /U/ have. two features of 
[ closed], while the mid vowels /E/ and IOI have only one feature of [clo~]. and the low 
vowel IN has no [closed] at all. The place representation of la/ is particularly worthy of 
comment. In different languages la/ can pattern as either a central or back vowel, which 
would lead to ·either no specification or a [ dorsal) specification, respectively .. In K:,nni, 
there is no evidence linking la/ to other back vowels, and I argue below. that. la/ is 
particularly vulnerable to change. A nuU specification fits its behavior nicely, under the 
assumption that unspecified segments are more vulnerable to spreading than are specified 
segments. It is relevant to note here that Clements and Hume (1995) also note that central 
vowels will have no place features. 

In light ofthe behavior of la/ in [+ATR) environments and when adjacent to !u,wl, 
the V-place and aperture nodes of /a/ may actually be dispensed with, leaving a bare 
vocalic or possibly root node for /a/. 

2.1.6 Geometry of (A TR] 

Ifwe follow Odden's (1991) argument for grouping [ATRJ together with [high), 
[AIR) will associate to the aperture node. However. the use of[ATR] in some analyses 
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has little to do with actual tongue-root position, but rather is used as an additional 
mechanism to distinguish vowel heights (Hyman 1988, Odden 1991, inter alia). Although 
it has not been possible to do X-ray studies with Konni of the type done for Akan ( e.g. 
Lindau 197 5), [ ATR] harmony between vowels of different heights shows that [ A TRJ in 
Konni does not represent height so much as true tongue root position. If this is the case, 
then [AIR] would more naturally group together with the V-Place features. Therefore, l 
will place [AIR] under the V-Place node. 

There is some controversy over where in a geometry the [AIR] feature should be 
placed. Clements and Hume (1995:274) give two possibilities. (The feature in question 
there is labeled [pharyngeal].) The model of Halle (1989, 1992) groups the laryngeal 
articulator and its dependent features together with the tongue root articulator and its 
features under a higher-level "guttural" node. This model predicts rules that spread 
laryngeal features (e.g. [voice]) and tongue root features as a unit. The K::mni data do not 
address this possibility. The model of McCarthy (1994) groups the [pharyngeal] (=[AIR]) 
feature and an "oral place" node together under the "place" node. 

(15) a. Halle (1989, 1992) b. McCarthy (1994) 
root 

/'--_ place 

~ ... 
oral [pharyngeal] 

larynx tongt!e root I"' 
[coronal]/"'-..

[AIR] [RTR] 

Another conceivable structure is placing [AIR] as a sister to the other place 
features, under V-Place. However, though some languages allow more than one V-Place 
feature (e.g. a high front rounded vowel requires both [coronal] and [labial]), Konni does 
not. One reason for placing [ A TR] so it is not a sister to the oral features is that [ coronal] 
can be inserted as a default feature, as we will see later. Since it is assumed that default 
features are generally inserted onto nodes that are empty, [AIR] cannot be placed under 
the same node as the oral features such as [ coronal]. Thus Konni is consistent with 
McCarthy's placement of [pharyngeal]. 

Though there is no conclusive evidence in Konni favoring one version over the 
other, a simpler analysis is possible with McCarthy's model. 

More complete representations of /ii' and /u/, therefore, would be as below. 
Representations of /r/ and /u/ would be identical except lacking the [AIR] feature. 
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(16) Iii !u! 
Vocalic Vocalic 

~---"'V-Place 

l"""--
aperture 

I 
V-Place 

~ 
aperture 

I 
oral [ATR] [closed] oral [ATR] [closed] 

[closed] I 
[closed] 

[coronal] [dorsal] 

2.2 Rules and Derivations 

With the above representations, we will see that two spreading rules and two 
default rules are needed to account for the ATR harmony data for suffixes of K~nni 
words. 

2.2.l Non-round Words 

We have seen above that there is no [ +ATRJ counterpart for /a/, the lowest vowel. 
This lack of a low ATR vowel is extremely common across languages. Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank ( 1994 ), for example, express this as an A TR/LO Condition holding across 
many languages: if [+ATR], then [-low]. In terms of the [closed] feature used here, there 
is a constraint that a [+ATR] vowel must have at least one specification for [closed]. We 
can formulate this in terms of a linking rule which applies everywhere (as in Mohanan 
1991) 

(I 7) ATR/Closed rule [ATR]---) [closed] 

This rule will have the effect of inserting a feature [ closed] onto a vowel which is 
specified for [ATR] ifno [closed] is already present. 6 

Next, we formulate the basic rule of ATR spreading as: 

(18)ATR Spread (note: consonants may intervene between the vowels) 

vocalic vocalic 

I 
V-place 1f········· y-place 

I 

[ATR] Suffix 

This rule spreads the [ATR] feature from roots to suffixes, which have no underlying 
[ATR] specification, as in d1111m-bzi 'the horse' vs. nyaa-b(; 'the water'. Note also that 
the SUFFIX specification is necessary, since [ A TR] does not spread rightward from a root 
to another root, as injuo-haalII], 'new house,' juo-haa/J-ka 'the new house.' If the suffix 
contains the low vowel /a/, and the root vowels are [ATR], then the [ATR] spreads and 
/a/ becomes [el, as in /dembi-ka/---) [dembike] 'the man' and /dun-a/---) [dune] 'knees.' 

6 ~ote that if [open] were to be used, a constraint something like *[ATR. +open, +open] would be 

needed, which would have the effect of deleting one of the values of l+openJ. 
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Thus, in a word like dembl-ke 'the man', the suffix is underlyingly /-ka/, and the vowel is 
raised and fronted to [-ke] by ATR Spread, the ATR/closed rule, and a Coronal default 
which applies to non-low yowels with empty Place nodes. The derivation is as follows 
(features shown for last vowel of stem only): 

( I9) Derivation ofdembi-ke 'the man' 

. Underlying dembi kA 
(a.fter ATR I I 

association) vocalic vocalic 

------1 
aperture V-Place 

I /'-,._
(closed] oral [ATR] 
[closed] I 

[cor] 

ATll,_Spread (18). dembi kA 
I I 

vocalic vocalic 
____--:-:-:1 I 

aperture V-Place V-Place 
········I /'-......... ······ 

[closed) oral [ATR] 
[closed] I 

[cor] 

ATR/closed rule (17) dembi kA 
I I 

vocalic vocalic 

ap~lace . J~rture 
I ~ · \ 

[closed] oral [ATR] [closed] 
[closed] I 

[cor] 
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[coronal] default [dembi ke] 
I I 

vocalic vocalic ____, r--_ 
aperture 

I 
A~-place ap1rture 

[closed] oral [ A TR] oral [closed] 
[closed] I I 

[car] [car] 

Surface Form: [dembike] 

The [ coronal] default comes as the result of a constraint common in many 
languages: that non-low vowels must have a Place feature, presumably either [ dorsal] or 
[coronal] (see Parkinson 1996 for more exemplification of this). This would apply to 
languages which have no three-way distinction in backness for any height, by far the 
majority of the world's languages. [coronal] is less marked than [dorsal], as shown both 
cross-linguistically and in particular by the fact that a [ coronal] vowel, IV (abstracting 
away [ATR]), is the epenthetic vowel in Konni.7 The result is that when a vowel gains a 
[closed] feature, it also gains [coronal] ifno V-Place feature is already present. So, while a 
low vowel cannot have a place specification in K:mni, a non-low vowel must have one. 
Once ATR spreads to a vowel, that vowel must have some height (gaining a [closed] 
feature), and when it gains [ closed], it must have a Place specification. The process could 
be repeated for words like dun-e-he 'the knees' (see (3)) which have two suffixes. The 
[AIR] would first spread to the plural suffix /-a/, then to the definite article suffix /-ha/, 
changing both suffixal vowels to [ e] by means of the rules discussed above. 

For a [-ATRJ form, such as w-ka 'the tree,' there is no [AIR] present, and so the 
conditions for ATR Spread are not met. [coronal] default cannot apply, since there is no 
[closed] associated with the suffix vowel /a/. Therefore, the /a/ remains [a]. 

2.2.2 [dorsal] Spread 

Recall that if /a/ is in a suffix following an ATR stem and preceded by either /u/ or 
/w/, it changes to [o], in words like tu-o 'is digging', digi-wo 'cooked.' This contrasts with 
the same suffixes following non-ATR stems such as ku-a 'is killing' and ga-'wa 'went' 
( see 4 ). The process consists of spreading the feature [ dorsal] from a vocalic segment to 
an empty Oral node under V-Place in a suffix: 

7 The epenthetic vowel shows up in loan words (e.g. 'socks' is [s:>k1s1], 'pump' is [p:>mp1]). Second, noun 

plurals provide additional evidence. [daaQ/daat1] 'stick/s' shows /-QI is the singular suffix and /-ti/ the 

plural in this class. [tigiQ/tige] has a different class plural [-e], but its singular suffix here has /1/ inserted 

to avoid a consonant cluster. Finally, tonal evidence can support an epenthetic vowel in some nouns. 

Consider [demb(Q/demblke] 'man/men.' In my present analysis, the [i] is epenthetic, there is a lexical 

Low tone on the root, and the final High tones in each word come from the suffix, either /-Q/ or /-kA/. In 

dembfg, the Low is on the root and the High docks to the second syllable. In demblke, the High from the 

suffix associates there, rather than the second syllable. The second syllable is formed when epenthesis 

occurs, and the Low is inserted by an independently required rule of Low default (see Cahill 1995b). 
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(20) [ dorsal] spread (note: vocalic segments must be adjacent) 

vocalic 

I 
V-place 

I 
. oral 

I.................... 
[dorsal] ,utr"' 

vocalic 

I 
V-place 

1-............. 
CJ_ral [ATR] 

..... 

The [ATR] on the suffix above comes from spreading ATR from the stem, not from any 
inherent value of the suffix itself The following shows how tu-o 'took' would be derived 
using the model above. 

(21) Underlying form t u A 
(after ATR association) I I 

vocalic vocalic 

~ 
aperture 

I ~ 
[closed] oral [ATR] 
[closed] I 

[dorsal] 

ATRSpread t u A 

I I 
vocalic vocalic 

I----1aperture V :£!ace V-place 

I / ' .. 
[closed] oral [ATR] 
[closed] I 

[dorsal] 

AIR/closed rule t u A 

I I 
vocalic vocalic----1aperture · V :£!ace . ___j'.'.:Placer---_aperture 

I /~ I 
[closed] oral [ATR] [closed] 
[closed] I 

[dorsal] 
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[dorsal] spread [t u o] 
1. I 

~aJic VO~ 

apirture ~ace ---311ace ap~rture 

[closed] / ~ I [closed] 
[closed] oral [ATR] ____Qral 

~--·-. ..---. . . ----··. 
[dorsal] 

Surface Form: · [tuo] 

Note that Coronal Default cannot apply here, since the oi:al place node · i,s not 
empty. 

In dlgi-wo, ATR must spread from the i in the root, and [dorsal] from thew in the 
suffix itself, again emphasizing the independence ofthe two spreading rules. 

2.2.3 Left-Spread of ATR 
The only other area to explain within words is the leftward spreading of ATR from 

an ATR adjective into a non-ATR noun stem, and the lack of spreading in the reverse 
situation (data repeated from (5-6)): 

(22) a. no spreading: 
jM-haa'.1lfJJ 'new room' (lit. 'room-new') 
nem1bi-kl.llll) 'big bird' (lit. ' bird-big') 

b. spreading: 
ne-bio 'small cow' (cf naag'IJJ 'cow', naa-kpl'II) 'big cow') 
je-vuld!J ' snake' (lit. ' thing wriggling'; cf jli!J 'thing') 
kuo-bi!J 'small hoe' (cf. kua'.IJ 'hoe') 
mtlgtl-b'lg 'small river' (cf. mugll!J 'river') 

ATR spr~ds only into noun stems, and not into the other' adjective type, as shown 
by: 

(23) ngi-yttl!~'hl-s) 'small white houses' 
house-white-small-PL 

Above, the morphemes that are lexically specified for AIR are underlined. The 
suffix -si is ATR by the normal spreading process discussed above, but yeel1 is unaffected 
by ATR spread, though flanked by ATR morphemes. Recall also that ATR does not 
spread from one noun to another in compound nou!lS, e.g. n'tim-bcllil} 'lightning' ('rain
fire' , from (8). The rule for spreading ATR from an adjective to the root noun, then, must 
specify both adjective and noun, and can be fonnulated as: 
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(24) ATR L<ft-Sp,e,d :!J q:: 
L... Adl[ATR] 

This would be an iterative-type 11pplication., spreading A TR onto all the vowels of a noun 
stem, as in mugtf..big 'small river' above (cf. ml.fg<ll) 'river'). A number of alternative 
formulations ofthis nile could be outlined, possibly interacting with morphological levels. 
For example, one approac;h would be that a general rule of left spreading applies at the 
level at which the adjectives are added to the stem. I have no evidence at this point that 
would be conclusive in choosing between various alternatives, so I leave the formulation 
above. 

2.3Summary' 
To sum up, in the feature geometric approach outlined here: 

• ATR is a privative, morphemic-level feature, and spreads within a stem to all 
vowels. 

• Any (ATR] vowel must have at least one feature of [closed] associated to it. If 
(closed] is not present when ATR spreads to a suffix, one will be inserted. 

• A rule ofATR Spread spreads [ATR] to a suffix. 

• A rule of[dorsal] Spread spreads [dorsal] from /u,w/ to /A/ in a suffix. 

• [coronal] place is inserted by default if there is no [dorsal] present, when there is at 
least one feature of [ closed] present. 

• ATR spreads leftward fro!? an adjective to all vowels of the adjacent head noun. 

3. Discussion 
One of the ways in which languages with vowel harmony vary is the behavior of 

"neutral" vowels with respect to the vowels of one or the other harmonic set in the same 
word. In some languages, a neutral vowel is 'transparent,' with its ·value of ATR not 
affecting any of the surrounding vowels. In other languages, e.g. Akan, a neutral vowel 
such as /a/ acts as an 'opaque' vowel with respect to ATR. It starts a new harmony 
domain, any vowels to the right of/a/ being [·ATR], but .those to the left being from either 
set (Hulst & Smith 1986). Similarly, in Turkana, /a/ also has the same opaque behavior 
(Vago & Leder 1987). 

In contrast to the above cases, the model I have proposed above predicts t'1at in 
K::inni, [a) would never occur in the same monomorphemic word with a [+ATR) vowel. 
To see why this is so, imagjne words such ·as [bita) and [batu]. In these words, or any like 
them, /a/ has no underlyingly specified features. The [ATR] spreads automatically to all 
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vowels in the word. But when [ATRJ has spread, the linking rule that supplies a [closed] 
value comes into play, and /a/ becomes [e] or [o]. Therefore, [a] would not be expected to 
occur in any word together with a [ATR] vowel. In actual fact, there is only one non
compound word in my data where [a] does occur with a [+ATRJ vowel: gaanlu!J 'cat.' 
Compound words, with the possibility of each word contributing its own value of [ A TR], 
have been mentioned above in Sec. 1.1. The probability is that gaanlu!J was a historically 
compound word, bringing both negative and positive values of [ATRJ, but the component 
morphemes have been lost in people's consciousness. For a more detailed treatment of 
single morphemes which must be treated as phonologically compound words in another 
Gur language, see Garber (1991). The lack of [a] and [+ATR] vowels occurring in single 
words thus affirms the analysis that /a/ is unspecified for any place or height features. 

I close with an interesting implication of using [ closed] rather than [open] to 
indicate vowel height. This is that /a/ rather than /ii is the unspecified vowel. This is an 
interesting analysis in that it claims that the maximally underspecified vowel is not the 
epenthetic vowel. In terms of underspecification studies, particularly Radical 
Underspecification (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1989, Pulleyblank 1986, inter alia), this is 
an unexpected result. 
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APPENDIX: Harmony Across Words 

Though this paper concentrates on ATR harmony within words, the data below are 
presented for the sake ofcompleteness. 

The subject and object pronouns agree with the verb in ATR: 

(25) 
uye-ye 

be ye-ye 

+ATR 
'he has seen' 
'they have seen' 

-AIR 
·O y'r-ya 'he has given' 
ba y't-ya 'they have given' 

11 ye tu 
11 ye ni 
ilyewo 
11yebe 
nyeke 

'I saw you (sg)' 
'I saw you (pl)' 
'I saw him' 
'I saw them' 
'I saw it' 

11 yi fD 
ii yl n) 
nylwa 
ny! ba · 
11 yr ka 

'I gave you (sg)' 
'I gave you (pl)' 
'I gave him' 
'I gave them' 
'I gave it' 

The negative particle /kN coming between subject and verb also agrees in ATR 
with the verb root: 

(26) h~wwa M ye wo 'The woman did not see him.• 
be~yewo 'They did not see him.• 
ba!siy! wa 'They did not give him.' 
biiku!siyf wa 'The goat did not give him.• 

In noun phrases, where two words with different values ofATR are adjacent, each 
keeps its own ATR: 

(27) june chfa 'foundations' ("rooms' bottoms") 
misalra juotJ 'white man's room' 
tafsftJ sikpetJ 'top ofpan' ("pan's head") 

Similarly, when two verbs adjoin in a serial verb construction, each has its own 
value ofATR (tones on verbs will vary with exact context): 

(28) Q~... 'I come know...• (recognize) 
ti nen .d.il...kwnA mil) 'We will eat crying' (mourn) 
nil chll 'Have carry!' (put it on your head) 
~ 'Get-up take!' (go help!) 
u~ saai1 'I go wash clothes. • 

There are a few cases in which ATR appears to spread from one verb to another: 

(29) ge ye ... 'go see.. .' (cf. ga 'go') 
gekel) ... 'go come...' 
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However, the conditions for spreading are not clear at present, as the case yaa ga 
zie/e 'have go stand' shows. At this point, all that can be claimed with certainty is that 
ATR spread across verbs i~ very limited in scope and frequency. 

An interesting question is what happens when a pronoun comes between serial 
verbs having opposite values ofATR. The pronoun agrees in ATR with the first verb: · 

(30) ti yaa ~ kieJJ 'We brought them.' 

Ip have 3p come 

be to ~ dua · 'They laid them down.' 
3p take 3p lie.down 

The domain ofATR can stretch over a phrase with several particles: 

(30) ~ [·ATR]----+ ~[+ATRJ~ 

df ka yfa ka ke nyindiike "That (you) do not give it its food.• 
that NEG give it i~· food 

As seen above, particles ofvarious sorts, like the suffixes, are also unspecified for 
ATR and take their value from a nearby lexical morpheme. Occasional spreading of ATR 
across verbs has been observed, but not across nouns. 8 

1 There are also cases like the following, which is n:iore properly analyzed as a case ofelision and 
compensatory lengthening: dune !ati -+ [dilna !4taJ ' three knees' 

kpline All -+ [kplinll. at!] ' three gu!Mafowls' 
In che similar item bU Utl-+ [b'ia !ata) 'three goats,• an unresolved question is whether the final 
phonetic form includes [bia) or [bta). 




